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ABSTRACT: Nanoparticle tumor accumulation relies on a
key mechanism, the enhanced permeability and retention
(EPR) effect, but it remains challenging to decipher the
exact impact of the EPR effect. Animal models in
combination with imaging modalities are useful, but it is
impossible to delineate the roles of multiple biological
barriers involved in nanoparticle tumor accumulation.
Here we report a microfluidic tumor-vasculature-on-a-
chip (TVOC) mimicking two key biological barriers,
namely, tumor leaky vasculature and 3D tumor tissue
with dense extracellular matrix (ECM), to study nano-
particle extravasation through leaky vasculature and the
following accumulation in tumor tissues. Intact 3D tumor
vasculature was developed with selective permeability of small molecules (20 kDa) but not large ones (70 kDa). The
permeability was further tuned by cytokine stimulation, demonstrating the independent control of the leaky tumor
vasculature. Combined with tumor spheroids in dense ECM, our TVOC model is capable of predicting nanoparticles’ in
vivo tumor accumulation, thus providing a powerful platform for nanoparticle evaluation.
KEYWORDS: nanoparticles, tumor accumulation, tumor microenvironment, EPR effect, microfluidics

Nanomaterials have attracted enormous interest in
cancer therapeutics during the past two decades
because of their potentials in improving the

bioavailability of poorly soluble drugs, prolonging circulation
time, and reducing drug toxicity.1,2 With the success of several
nanoparticle (NP) platforms, such as liposomes and protein-
bound NPs, many more formulations are under clinical trial.
However, the efficient accumulation of NPs in tumor tissues
remains challenging due to the lack of fundamental under-
standing of the complex biological barriers involved in the
transport of NPs.
Due to the chaotic growth of tumor, tumor tissues generally

develop leaky tumor vasculature and defective lymphatic
drainage, which promote preferential accumulation and

retention of nanoparticles at tumor. The phenomenon is
known as the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR)
effect, which has become the principle of NPs’ design. The
vasculature represents one of the most significant barriers to
the delivery of NPs, which controls the permeability of
vasculature to molecules and nanoparticles, followed by
another barrier posed by the dense extracellular matrix
consisting of cross-linked networks of collagen and fibers,
which hinders tumor penetration of NPs. These key biological
barriers play a critical role in the systemic delivery of NPs to
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tumor tissues.3,4 A fundamental understanding of these barriers
will provide clearer rules for designing better NPs for drug
delivery. Although a few microfluidic systems have been
developed to study NP intratumoral diffusion and tumor cell
binding,5−8 or to mimic tumor vasculature and study vascular
permeability of NPs,9−12 none of them examine the combined
effect of the consequential key barriers that affect NP tumor
accumulation, including extravasation across endothelial
barriers, penetration into a rigid tumor matrix, and internal-
ization in tumor cells. More importantly, fewer microfluidic
tumor models have been validated using animal models.
In this study, we report a tumor-vasculature-on-a-chip

(TVOC) model that recapitulates the key barriers involved
in the EPR effect, including endothelial barriers, dense
extracellular matrix (ECM), and 3D tumor tissue, to closely
investigate NP extravasation and tumor accumulation. The
TVOC model consists of a top vascular channel and a bottom
tumor channel separated by a porous membrane, allowing the
coculture of human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs)
in the top channel and 3D tumor spheroids composed of
human ovarian cancer cells (SKOV3) in the bottom channel.
We first established the leaky tumor vasculature and examined
its barrier function by conducting a permeability assay using
model NPs (20 and 70 kDa dextran, liposomes, and polymer
NPs). Then tumor spheroids embedded in an extracellular
matrix were incorporated to complete the tumor compartment.

The tumor accumulation of NPs with and without a targeting
ligand was evaluated using the established TVOC, and the
results were further validated using an in vivo murine xenograft
model.

RESULTS
Design of the Tumor-Vasculature-on-a-Chip. The

TVOC model is designed to have a two-layer structure
sandwiching a porous polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) mem-
brane with pore sizes of 10 μm in diameter, aiming to
recapitulate the key features of the tumor microenvironment
(Figure 1A and B). The top microchannel (green channel in
Figure 1C and D) is to develop a tumor vasculature structure
by culturing HUVECs. The bottom microchannel (orange
channel in Figure 1C and D) is designed with a central
expanded region outlined by rectangular pillars for tumor
spheroid entrapment. The fabricated TVOC device (Figure
1C) has the size of a small coin. The simulation of the velocity
profile across the bottom channel before and after spheroid
trapping (Figure 1E) shows that when loading spheroids, the
high velocity toward the central trapping region forces
spheroids to move along the pillars and enter the trapping
region. After the spheroids are trapped, the flow velocity in the
central channel is greatly reduced, and the excess inlet fluid is
split into two streams and exits via the two side channels,
leaving the central region undisturbed. Our experiments show

Figure 1. Design of the tumor-vasculature-on a-chip (TVOC). (A) Schematic of the in vivo tumor microenvironment consisting of leaky
vasculature and tumor tissues. (B) Schematic illustration of the in vitro TVOC model. The double-layer device consists of two layers of
microchannels with a porous membrane sandwiched between these two layers. The top channel is for developing 3D tumor vasculature,
while the bottom channel is for mimicking tumor tissue by incorporating tumor spheroids and the surrounding gel matrix. (C) Photo of the
fabricated double-layer PDMS device with green dye filling the top channel and yellow dye filling the bottom channel. (D) Design of the top
and bottom channels of the TVOC. The top channel is straight, allowing steady medium perfusion for culturing endothelial cells, while the
bottom channel (yellow) is designed with a central region for trapping tumor spheroids. (E) Computational simulation of the fluid velocity
in the bottom channel before and after the loading of spheroids. (F) Confocal image of a confluent HUVEC monolayer formed in the top
channel. Cells were stained for VE-cadherin (red) and nucleus (blue). Scale bar represents 100 μm. (G) Microscopy images of spheroids
trapped in the bottom channel. After spheroids were loaded, the bottom channel was perfused with a yellow dye from the inlet on the right,
and the image shows no change of the tumor spheroids’ structure and position.
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that confluent HUVEC monolayers are successfully developed
in the top channel of the TVOC (Figure 1F), and the bottom
channel is capable of immobilizing multiple tumor spheroids in
the central region (Figure 1G), which agrees well with the
simulation result.
Formation of 3D Vasculature with a Confluent

HUVEC Monolayer. To develop a functional endothelial
barrier, we studied the effect of medium perfusion rates on the
formation of tight intercellular junctions. HUVECs were
cultured under low perfusions for 24 h to enhance cell
attachment and then subjected to increased perfusion rates of
up to 2.56 μL/min (corresponding to 1 mm/s, 0.3 dyn/cm2)
for another 24 h. Compared to the static condition, medium
perfusion induced shear force on HUVECs, promoting
organized cell arrangement and formation of intercellular
junctions, as indicated by throughout expression of VE-
cadherin at cell borders (Figure 2A). Increased perfusion rates

resulted in cell elongation along the direction of shear force
(Figure 2A (b,c)), until the elevated shear stress disrupted
cell−cell connections (Figure 2A (d)). To ensure the integrity
of the HUVEC vasculature with tight intercellular junctions
while applying physiologically relevant shear force upon cells,
we selected a moderate perfusion rate of 0.64 μL/min for the
following HUVECs culture, which gave a linear velocity of 0.3
mm/s, similar to the average blood velocity in capillaries in
vivo.13 Figure 2B shows the 3D structure of the endothelilized
microchannel with complete HUVEC coverage on all four
walls, confirming the formation of 3D vasculature structure
with intact intercellular junctions.

Tuning Permeability of the HUVEC Monolayer with
TNF-α Stimulation. To mimic the impaired tumor
vasculature with elevated vascular permeability, the confluent
HUVEC monolayers were treated with tumor necrosis factor-α
(TNF-α), a proinflammatory cytokine that induces endothelial
barrier dysfunction.14,15 Confluent HUVEC monolayers were
treated with 20 ng/mL TNF-α for up to 2 h under static
conditions. F-actin and VE-cadherin were immunostained to
examine actin filament organization and intercellular con-
nections. After 1 h of TNF-α stimulation, the VE-cadherin
expression at cell borders became weak and discontinuous with
a few intercellular gaps appearing. Increasing the stimulation
time to 2 h caused significant loss of cell-to-cell contacts with a
great increase in the number of intercellular gaps on the cell
borders (Figure 3A). The size of intercellular gap openings was
analyzed quantitatively (Figure 3B), and 2 h of TNF-α
stimulation resulted in a total intercellular gap area of 4.3 ±
0.3%, with an average gap area of 6.6 ± 1.3 μm2 (2.5 μm in
diameter), which was comparable to the sizes of intercellular
gaps observed in vivo (∼2 μm in diameter).16−18

At the end of TNF-α stimulation, vascular permeability of
untreated and treated HUVEC monolayers was measured by
using two model molecules, 20 and 70 kDa dextran. Dextran of
20 kDa could easily pass through the endothelial barrier, while
70 kDa dextran represents large molecules such as albumin (68
kDa), which are relatively impermeable to healthy blood
vessels.19 The permeability coefficients (P) of dextran (Figure
3C) show that the untreated HUVEC monolayers greatly
hindered the passage of 70 kDa dextran, suggesting a well-
established endothelial barrier with tight intercellular junctions
(P = (7.9 ± 1.4) × 10−7 cm/s). In contrast, the TNF-α
stimulation leads to over a 10-fold increase of the permeability
of 70 kDa dextran to (1.0 ± 1.7) × 10−5 cm/s. Meanwhile,
similar permeability was obtained for 20 kDa dextran ((1.1 ±̵
1.3) × 10−5 cm/s) before and after TNF-α treatment. The
selective permeability of vasculature to small molecules (20
kDa dextran) rather than large molecules (70 kDa dextran)
demonstrates the size-selective sieving property of the
developed intact endothelial barriers. By TNF-α stimulation,
intercellular gaps can be tuned and thus a tunable permeability
is obtained, allowing the independent study of the correlation
between permeability and particle extravasation.

NP Transport in the TVOC through the Endothelial
Barrier and Tumor ECM. After the successful establishment
of the endothelial barrier with confirmed key characteristics
similar to the leaky tumor vasculature in vivo, we further
explored extravasation and tumor penetration of two different
types of NPs, namely, liposomes and poly(ethylene glycol)/
poly(lactide-co-glycolic acid) nanoparticles (PEG-PLGA NPs).
Liposomes and PEG-PLGA NPs are two widely studied
systems accounting for more than 80% of nanotechnology-
based therapeutic products in clinical applications.20−22 To
ensure valid comparison studies, both NPs were fluorescently
labeled for imaging and PEGylated to have a similar surface
property, namely, PEG-liposome and PEG-PLGA NPs. Both
NPs were synthesized using a facile one-step microfluidic
method and had a similar size around 70 nm (Figure S2 in the
Supporting Information).23−26 The permeability assay shows
that compared to dextran, slow transmembrane transports were
observed for both NPs due to their large particle sizes (Figure
4A), with obtained P values of (9.1 ± 0.2) × 10−6 and (7.4 ±
0.3) × 10−6 cm/s for PEG-liposomes and PEG-PLGA NPs
(Figure 4B), respectively.

Figure 2. Confocal images of the endothelialized microchannel.
(A) Immunostaining shows the effect of flow rate on the
expression of adherens junction protein VE-cadherin (red) after
24 h of medium perfusion. Scale bars represent 20 μm. (B) Z-
stacking confocal images showing the 3D structure of vasculature
(a; scale bars represent 100 μm), with a view of the X−Y plane at
the top (b), middle (c), and bottom (e) of the microchannel, and
(d) a cross-sectional view of the vasculature. Scale bar is 100 μm.
Cells were stained for VE-cadherin (red) and nucleus (blue).
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In addition to the endothelial barrier investigated above, the
rigid tumor ECM, consisting of a dense collagen network and a
high level of space-filling protein and glycosaminoglycans
(GAG), poses another barrier to the transport of NPs.27,28

With this TVOC model, we are able to address key questions
about individual barriers as well as the combined effect of
multiple barriers. We define the two individual barriers as the
endothelial barrier (M+H Treated), the ECM barrier (M+G),
and the combined effect of these two barriers (M+G+H
Treated). To mimic the collagen-rich tumor ECM, we used
Matrigel to provide in vivo-like biochemical composition and
physical properties of the tumor ECM. The permeability assay
showed that similar P values were obtained in the endothelial
barrier (M+H Treated) and the dense gel structure (M+G),
despite the fact that the transport of NPs across the porous
membrane was expected to be faster as the pores on the
membrane are much larger than NP size (P = (9.2 ± 1.6) ×
10−6 cm/s for PEG-liposomes and (8.3 ± 1.1) × 10−6 cm/s for
PEG-PLGA NPs). However, in the M+H+G (Treated) model,
where both endothelial barrier and dense gel matrix were
recreated, the P values of PEG-liposomes and PEG-PLGA NPs
dropped significantly to (1.4 ± 0.6) × 10−6 and (9 ± 3.1) ×
10−7 cm/s, respectively (Figure 4C). The fluorescent intensity
profiles of the bottom channel (Figure 4D) reveal the different
transportation kinetics of NPs through the engineered tumor
vasculature and dense tumor ECM. In the endothelial barrier
models (Figure 4D (a)), NPs slowly entered the bottom
channel and gradually diffused across the channel. While in the
dense gel model (Figure 4D (b)), NP extravasation was rapid,
but high accumulation of NPs was observed near the center of
the bottom channel. NPs were found to penetrate into
Matrigel at a lateral distance of 150 μm within 1 h. When both
endothelial barrier and dense ECM were simulated (Figure 4D
(c)), the NP extravasation was slow, and further reduced
penetration depth of around 30 μm into Matrigel was

observed; the low level of migrated NPs resulted in
significantly decreased P value of NPs. These results confirm
the barrier functions of the developed tumor vasculature and
ECM structure. The P values obtained in the TVOC were
comparable to results obtained using NPs with similar sizes in
in vitro models (10−6−10−7 cm/s),10,29 but slightly higher than
some results obtained from in vivo models (10−7−10−8 cm/
s).30−32 This is mainly due to the heterogeneous structure of
different tumors or tumor models. Nevertheless, our results
demonstrated that the TVOC model is able to recapitulate the
key biological barriers involved in the EPR effect and can be
applied for further nanoparticle uptake studies.

NP Tumor Accumulation Using the TVOC Model and
Animal Models. The complete TVOC model was established
by loading SKOV3 tumor spheroids into the bottom channel
together with prechilled Matrigel, followed by incubation at 37
°C for polymerization. The confocal images (Figure 5A) show
the 3D structure of the TVOC with engineered leaky tumor
vasculature in the top channel and tumor spheroids embedded
in the bottom channel. To study tumor spheroid uptake in the
TVOC, the NPs were introduced into the top channel. After 6
h of perfusion, the spheroids were harvested from the bottom
channel for flow cytometry test.
To investigate the NPs’ specific and nonspecific interactions

with tumors and their cellular uptake, folate receptor targeted
liposomes (FA-liposomes) and PEG-PLGA NPs (FA-PLGA
NPs) were synthesized with folic acid (FA) as the targeting
ligand. FA-liposomes and FA-PLGA NPs produced using the
same microfluidic approach25 had similar sizes of 83.3 ± 2.5
nm in diameter (Figure S3 in the Supporting Information). For
comparison, NPs’ cellular uptake was also investigated using
2D cell monolayers and 3D tumor spheroids (Figure 5B).
From the results, we found that in the 2D cell monolayer
model FA-modification enhanced cellular uptake for both
liposomes and PLGA NPs compared to untargeted counter-

Figure 3. Effect of TNF-α stimulation on confluent HUVEC monolayers in the microchannel. (A) Confocal images of HUVECs without any
treatment (a, b) and exposed to 20 ng/mL TNF-α for 1 h (c, d) and 2 h (e, f). Cells were stained for cell nucleus (blue), VE-cadherin
(green), and F-actin (red). Intercellular gap openings are indicated by white arrowheads. Scale bars are 20 μm. (B) Quantification of
intercellular gap area (n = 6). (C) Calculated permeability coefficients for 20 and 70 kDa dextran across the porous membrane (M) and
membrane cultured with confluent HUVEC monolayer (M+H) and with 2 h TNF-α treated HUVEC monolayer (M+H Treated). Data show
mean values and SD (n = 3). ** and *** represent statistically significant differences p < 0.01 and p < 0.001, respectively.
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parts. Moreover, the rigid PEG-PLGA NPs exhibited a much
higher cellular uptake than the soft PEG-liposomes, which
agrees well with findings in the literature that increased rigidity
of NPs promotes tumor cellular uptake.33−35 In comparison,
NPs showed much lower overall uptake in 3D spheroids for
both the targeted and untargeted liposomes and PLGA NPs,
while the targeted formulations still demonstrated their
superior cellular uptake to untargeted ones. Similarly, the
rigid PLGA NPs exhibit higher tumor spheroid uptake than the
liposomes. In contrast, for both liposomes and PLGA NPs, the
targeted and untargeted NPs showed no significant cellular
uptake differences in the TVOC.
To further evaluate the TVOC model, we established an in

vivo SKOV3 xenograft tumor model using nude mice. We used
PLGA NPs to carry out animal experiments as PLGA NPs
showed a higher cellular uptake level. Figure 6A shows the
whole animal images of the biodistribution of PEG-PLGA NPs
(left) and FA-PLGA NPs (right) at 2 and 6 h after NP
injection. At 2 h postinjection, weak fluorescent signals started
to appear at the tumor site, while relatively strong fluorescence
signals were observed in the spleen and liver. At 6 h
postinjection, the fluorescent intensity of both FA-PLGA
NPs and PEG-PLGA NPs at the tumor site increased.
Quantitative image analysis (Figure 6B) shows that the FA-
modification slightly enhanced the accumulation of PLGA NPs
in the in vivo SKOV3 tumor model compared to the PEG-

PLGA NPs, but not significantly (P = 0.56). For comparison,
the tumor accumulation of FA-PLGA NPs was normalized
against the PEG-PLGA NPs using the fluorescent intensity
ratios (Figure 6C). The accumulations of FA-PLGA in both
the TVOC and animals were slightly higher than that of the
PEG-PLGA, but not statistically significantly.

DISCUSSION

Our TVOC model offers an evaluation model for investigating
the key barriers involved in NP extravasation and tumor
accumulation, including the leaky vasculature and 3D tumor
structure with dense ECM. The design of such a double-layer
device enables independent customization of vasculature and
tumor compartment to recreate specific physiological con-
ditions by changing shear force, cytokine stimulation, gel
density, and cell types. In addition, the use of transparent
PDMS for device fabrication allows real-time monitoring of
NP transport through each engineered barrier, as these
processes are extremely difficult, if not impossible, to
independently study in vivo. Moreover, quantitative tumor
accumulation of NPs can be obtained by recovering spheroids
for flow cytometry testing. Compared to conventional
preclinical evaluation models, our TVOC model is easier to
operate, cheaper, quicker, and more ethical without using
animals.

Figure 4. Permeability coefficients of fluorescent NPs (PEG-liposomes and PEG-PLGA NPs) in our TVOC model under different
conditions. (A) Changes of mean fluorescent intensity of the bottom channel with time when dextran or NPs were applied to the engineered
tumor vasculature. (B) Permeability coefficients of dextran and NPs in the tumor vasculature model. (C) Permeability coefficients of NPs in
TVOC. Microfluidic devices were set up with three conditions, the treated HUVEC vasculature at the top and PBS at the bottom (M+H
Treated), no cells at the top and Matrigel at the bottom (M+G), treated HUVEC vasculature at the top and Matrigel at the bottom (M+H+G
Treated). Mean fluorescence intensity of the bottom channel at each point was extracted from the Zen software (blue edition) for
quantitative image analysis. Data show mean values and SD (n = 3). *** represents statistically significant difference p < 0.001. (D)
Corresponding illustration of the microfluidic device setups and time-lapse mean fluorescent intensity profiles against distance to the central
of the bottom channel when applying PEG-liposome to TVOC. The edge of the top channel was labeled by vertical red dotted lines at a
distance of 200 μm.
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Normal vasculature structure was established in the TVOC
by culturing HUVECs under continuous medium perfusion.
Intact HUVEC monolayers demonstrated tight intercellular
junctions and, most importantly, the selective permeation of
smaller dextran (20 kDa dextran) relative to large ones (70
kDa dextran), which is one of the primary functions of
endothelium in vivo. The permeability coefficient of 70 kDa
dextran is comparable to data reported in vivo.36,37 The
consequent TNF-α stimulation elevated vascular permeability
and promoted extravasation of 70 kDa dextran, and the
vascular permeability can be tuned by adjusting the stimulation
time or concentrations of TNF-α.
The barrier functions of leaky vasculature and extracellular

matrix were confirmed by investigating the extravasation and
penetration of PEG-liposomes and PEG-PLGA NPs, two types
of NPs with similar size and surface properties but different
stiffness. Much slower transport of both NPs (radii ∼35 nm)
was observed as opposed to dextran (Stokes’ radii ∼3.3 nm for
20 kDa dextran and 6 nm for 70 kDa dextran). The presence of
a TNF-α-treated endothelial monolayer hindered the extrav-
asation of NPs, confirming the barrier property of the
engineered leaky tumor vasculature. However, no significant
differences were observed in the extravasation rates of PEG-
liposomes and PEG-PLGA NPs, suggesting that NPs’ stiffness
might have little effect on NP extravasation, compared to other

NP properties, such as size,38 shape,39−41 and surface charge.42

This is in contrast to previous studies showing that the soft
NPs were more deformable to pass through small pores
compared to rigid NPs.43,44

In terms of NP tissue penetration, the TVOC model reveals
that the gel matrix hinders the transport of NPs to a similar
extent as the engineered endothelial barrier. However, no
significant differences were observed in the TVOC regarding
the tissue penetration of PEG-liposomes and PEG-PLGA NPs,
probably because of the much smaller NP size (∼70 nm) than
the pore sizes of Matrigel (∼500 nm).45 In the M+H
(Treated) model, NPs maintained a slow extravasation due
to the limited porosity, while in the M+G model, NPs rapidly
migrated across the membrane, but a majority of them
accumulated in the peripheral area of the tumor tissue adjacent
to the membrane due to the slow diffusion in the gel structure.
In addition, the quick accumulation of migrated NPs adjacent
to the membrane narrowed the difference of NPs’ concen-
tration across the porous membrane; hence NPs’ trans-
membrane diffusion, primarily driven by a concentration
gradient, gradually declined. Consequently, when both
endothelial barrier and dense gel matrix were incorporated in
the TVOC (M+G+H Treated), the permeability of NPs
decreased significantly due to the combined effect of the two
simulated barriers. By recreating the endothelial barrier and
dense tumor ECM, the TVOC model provides a more
physiological relevant in vitro tumor microenvironment for
predicting the transport efficacy of nanoparticle-based drug
delivery systems.
The NP tumor accumulation study demonstrates the

capability of the TVOC in better mimicking the in vivo
tumor microenvironment. 2D monolayer models show that the
addition of FA-modification dramatically promotes NPs’
cellular uptake due to active targeting, while the level of

Figure 5. NP cellular uptake using 2D monolayers, 3D tumor
spheroids, and the TVOC. (A) Confocal images showing the 3D
structure and the X−Y, X−Z, and Y−Z planes of TVOC with 3D
vasculature in the top channel and tumor spheroids at the bottom.
HUVECs were stained for VE-cadherin (red) and nucleus (blue).
Tumor spheroids were stained with a live−dead kit (green). Scale
bars represent 200 μm. (B) Flow cytometry results of NP uptake
by a 2D monolayer of SKOV3, 3D SKOV3 tumor spheroids in a
96-well plate, and tumor spheroids embedded in the TVOC model.
Data show mean values and SD (n = 3). *, **, and *** represent
statistically significant difference p < 0.05, p < 0.01, and p < 0.001,
respectively.

Figure 6. Targeting efficacies of PLGA NPs using in vitro and in
vivo tumor models. (A) Whole animal images showing the
biodistribution of PEG-PLGA NPs and FA-PLGA NPs after 2
and 6 h of NP injection. (B) Normalized fluorescent intensity of
the in vivo tumor site after 6 h of NP injection. (C) Ratio of tumor
accumulation of FA-PLGA NPs to PEG-PLGA NPs in the TVOC
and animal model. Data show mean values and SD (n = 3).
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enhancement became less significant in 3D tumor spheroid
models and nonsignificant in the TVOC model and in vivo
tumor models. As in 2D cell monolayer and 3D spheroids, NPs
were statically cultured with cells, in which little hindrance
existed in preventing the interaction between NPs and tumor
cells. Such models provide straightforward cytotoxicity results,
but they tend to overrate the effect of active targeting in drug
delivery, while the passive targeting process is overlooked. Our
TVOC model better mimics the key biological barriers
involved in the transport of NPs in vivo, especially the key
biological barriers involved in the passive targeting, which
serves as a more reliable tumor model for nanoparticle-based
drug screening.

CONCLUSIONS
This tumor-on-a-chip model recapitulates the key biological
barriers in the tumor microenvironment, including the leaky
tumor vasculature, tumor extracellular matrix, and 3D tumor
structures. The TVOC model allows us to systematically
investigate the effect of individual barrier as well as the
combined effects on the NPs’ extravasation and tumor
accumulation. More importantly, the results obtained using
the TVOC and animal models agree well, suggesting that the
incorporation of a targeting ligand folic acid on NPs did not
enhance tumor accumulation. By changing cell types or
cytokines involved in the experimental setup, the TVOC
model can serve as a versatile platform for drug evaluation in
specifically customized tumor systems. Also, this model can be
used to monitor the kinetics of NPs’ tumor accumulation for
hours up to days, thus allowing the prediction of NPs’ long-
term interactions with tumor tissue. In future studies, the
TVOC model will be further validated using animal models for
studying the effects of NPs’ different properties such as size,
shape, or targeting ligands on their tumor targeting,
accumulation, and antitumor efficacy. The validated TVOC
will enable a more in-depth understanding about how NPs take
advantage of the EPR effect in tumor-selective drug delivery
and will facilitate better prediction of the transport efficacy of
NP formulations in vitro prior to expensive animal studies.
These fundamental understanding will provide valuable
insights into the rational design of better NPs for improved
drug delivery.

METHODS
Design and Fabrication of the TVOC. The TVOC consists of

two layers of microchannel with a porous membrane sandwiched
between the layers. The top channel is 200 μm in width and 250 μm
in height. The bottom channel has a 500 μm wide central spheroid-
trapping region outlined by rectangular pillars (20 μm × 70 μm) and
two 200 μm wide side channels to allow flow of excess fluid (Figure
S1 in the Supporting Information). The microfluidic device was
fabricated using standard photolithography and PDMS soft
lithography techniques.46 Briefly, the pattern was designed using the
AutoCAD software and printed to a chrome mask as the template.
Then, SU-8 photoresist was spin-coated on clean silicon wafers and
baked, followed by UV exposure through the mask. After the
postbaking procedure, the wafers were developed and washed to
remove excess photoresist before use. To fabricate PDMS microfluidic
devices, a mixture of silicon elastomer and curing agent
(SYLGARD184, Dow Corning) was degassed and allowed to
polymerize on an SU-8 patterned silicon mode at 80 °C for 1 h.
The cross-linked PDMS slab was then peeled off from the wafer, cut
into a single device, and tap cleaned. To fabricate the PDMS porous
membrane, a chrome mask was patterned with an array of circles
having a diameter of 10 μm and center-to-center spacing of 40 μm.

AZ40XT photoresist was spin-coated on an HMDS-primed silicon
wafer at a thickness of 5 μm to create the pattern, followed by deep
reactive ion etching to further etch the silicon; then the top layer of
AZ40XT was removed by reactive ion etching. The resulting silicon
pillars were vertical with a height of 40 μm to ensure through pores of
the PDMS membrane (thickness 10 μm). To fabricate the porous
membrane, the wafer was silanized, spin-coated with PDMS at a speed
of 6400 rpm, and prebaked at 80 °C for 1 min. Then, a clean PDMS
slab with the top microchannel was placed on the patterned area of
the wafer with a weight on top to ensure intimate contact between the
PDMS slab and the wafer coated with PDMS. After 1 h of baking, the
top PDMS slab together with the porous membrane was slowly peeled
off from the wafer. To assemble the device, the PDMS layers were
punched to create inlets and outlets. The oxygen plasma treated top
channel was carefully aligned over the bottom channel. To prevent
leakage, the double-layer device was placed in a 65 °C oven overnight
to enhance bonding.

Cell Line and Cell Culture. Primary HUVECs and SKOV3 cells
were purchased from the American Type Culture Collection.
HUVECs were cultured in endothelial cell growth medium
supplemented with EGM-2 SingleQuot kit supply and growth factors
(EGM-2, Lonza, Switzerland). The HUVECs were used between
passages 4 and 7. SKOV3 cells were cultured in high-glucose
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM) supplemented with
10% fetal bovine serum, 100 U/mL penicillin, and 100 U/mL
streptomycin (GIBCO, USA). All cells were cultured at 37 °C in a
humidified 5% CO2 atmosphere and trypsinized after reaching 70−
80% confluence.

Establishing Leaky Tumor Vasculature in the TVOC Model.
The vasculature compartment was established by culturing HUVECs
in the top channel under medium perfusion. All the tubings, needles,
and devices were sterilized under UV light for at least 1 h. Prior to cell
seeding, the top microchannel was filled with 50 μg/mL fibronectin
(Sigma-Aldrich, MO, USA) diluted in EGM-2 and incubated at 37 °C
for 1 h to promote cell adhesion. The surface-treated microchannel
was then filled with 108 cells/mL HUVECs suspended in EGM-2 and
incubated statically for 4 h to allow cell attachment. The cell
attachment was inspected under the microscope to confirm complete
cell coverage of the microchannel. Then the device was connected to
a programmable syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus, Holliston MA,
USA) for continuous medium perfusion. HUVECs were found to
generally reach confluence after a 2-day culture. Before the tests, the
devices were checked using phase contract microscopy to ensure the
formation of a complete HUVEC monolayer.

To mimic the leaky tumor vasculature, HUVECs was cultured in
the device until confluence and treated with 20 ng/mL TNF-α
(PeproTech, London, UK) statically. The effects of TNF-α on the
confluent HUVEC monolayer were examined by immunostaining and
a permeability test.

Immunostaining of HUVECs. To inspect the intercellular
adherens junctions and cytoskeleton organization, HUVECs were
imunostained for filamentous actin (F-actin), vascular endothelial
cadherin (VE-cadherin), and nucleus. Hoechst 33342 and Alexa-
Fluor647 Phalloidin were purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA,
USA). Paraformaldehyde, phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), bovine
serum albumin (BSA), and Triton X-100 were obtained from Sigma-
Aldrich (MO, USA). Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde,
permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X for 10 min, and blocked with 2%
BSA reconstituted in 1× PBS for 1 h at room temperature. After that,
cells were incubated with either Alexa Fluor647 VE-cadherin mAb
(SC-9989, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, USA) or Alexa Fluor647
Phalloidin for 1 h, followed by nucleus staining with Hoechst for 5
min. Fluorescence images were obtained using a confocal laser
scanning microscope (CLSM, Zeiss 710, Jena, Germany).

Permeability of HUVEC Vasculature Structure. In order to
characterize the effect of TNF-α on the integrity of the endothelial
barrier, we quantified the permeability of engineered vasculature
immediately after TNF-α stimulation by measuring the transport of
20 and 70 kDa FITC-dextran (Sigma-Aldrich, MO, USA) across the
HUVEC monolayer. For comparison, the permeability of the empty
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porous membrane was also examined. FITC-dextran was recon-
stituted in EGM-2 medium to a concentration of 0.05 mg/mL. Prior
to the experiments, a standard curve of the correlation between
dextran concentration and fluorescence intensity was obtained. To
conduct the permeability test, the double-layer device was mounted
on the stage of a CLSM, and the inlet of the top channel was
connected to a programmable syringe pump. Dextran solution was
introduced to the top channel at a flow rate of 0.3 μL/min. Once
dextran was observed to completely fill the top channel, fluorescent
images were acquired every 10 s for 30 min to observe the diffusion of
dextran across the HUVEC monolayer toward the bottom channel.
The time lapse fluorescence images were analyzed by selecting a

region of interest (ROI) at the background, top channel, and bottom
channel (Figure S2 in the Supporting Information). The mean
fluorescence intensity of the defined ROI and the fluorescence
intensity profile over a certain distance in the selected region were
extracted using Zen software (blue edition). The corresponding
concentration of dextran in the bottom channel at each time point
was calculated using the obtained standard curve.
As no additional pressure was applied to the microfluidic device,

the transport of dextran was considered to be contributed by
concentration gradient. Although the fluid flow in the top channel
may cause transmembrane flux at the pore area, considering the slow
laminar flow in the confined microchannel and the low porosity of the
membrane (∼5%), we assumed that dextran transport driven by
convention was negligible; thus the transport of dextran across the
endothelial monolayer was mainly attributed to diffusion. The
permeability coefficient was calculated using eq 1:47

=
Δ

Δ
P

C V
C A t

L L

U (1)

where CU is the initial concentration of the applied dextran in the
upper channel, ΔCL is the concentration change of dextran in the
lower channel, VL is the volume of the lower channel, A is the area of
the membrane where tracers can transport between the upper and
lower channels, and Δt is the assay time.
Preparation of Fluorescent Liposomes and PLGA Nano-

particles. Fluorescently labeled liposomes and PLGA nanoparticles
were synthesized using the one-step microfluidic method as
reported.25,26 Briefly, the PDMS microfluidic device was designed
with a flow-focusing region48,49 and fabricated following the
photolithography and softlithography process. To synthesize
PEGylated liposomes (PEG-liposomes) and folic-acid-modified lip-
osomes (FA-liposomes), lipid materials containing either 8 mol %
PEG or 4 mol % PEG and 4 mol % FA were dissolved in chloroform,
which was then removed by rotary evaporation. The remaining lipid
film was redissolved in anhydrous isopropyl alcohol (IPA), and Dil
dye was added to produce fluorescently labeled liposomes. The lipid-
containing IPA was introduced to the central stream of the
microfluidic device, while PBS was perfused into the second inlet at
a volumetric flow rate ratio of 1:12.
To synthesize PEGylated PLGA nanoparticles (PEG-PLGA NPs)

and folic-acid modified PLGA nanoparticles (FA-PLGA NPs), PEG-
PLGA ligand was dissolved in acetonitrile, while FA-PEG-PLGA
ligand was dissolved in a mixture of acetonitrile and dimethylforma-
mide (DMF). Dil was added to have the same final concentration as
that of liposomes. The polymer precursor was introduced into the
central stream of the microfluidic device, while water was introduced
into the second inlet. The flow rate ratio between polymer precursor
and water was 4:10. All produced NPs were purified by dialysis using
a cellulose membrane with a size of 10 kDa.
Characterization of Fluorescent NPs. DLS Measurement. The

size and polydispersity index (PDI) of synthesized liposomes and
PLGA NPs were measured using a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern
Instruments, Worcestershire, UK). Liposomes were diluted in PBS,
and PLGA NPs were diluted in water to a concentration of 10% v/v.
TEM Observations. The synthesized liposomes and PLGA NPs

were observed using a transmission electron microscope (Jeol, Tokyo,
Japan) to further determine their sizes. Samples were dropped onto a

copper TEM grid with a carbon film and air-dried at room
temperature followed by negative staining using 1% uranyl acetate.

Transport of Fluorescent NPs in the TVOC. To investigate the
extravasation and tumor accumulation of fluorescent NPs in the
TVOC, three conditions were set up in the device to mimic the
barrier functions of endothelium and rigid tumor stroma, including
(a) TNF-α-treated HUVEC monolayers in the top channel and PBS-
filled bottom channel (M+H Treated); (b) empty top channel and
gel-filled bottom channel (M+G); and (c) TNF-α-treated HUVEC
monolayers in the top channel and gel-filled bottom channel (M+G
+H Treated). To mimic the tumor extracellular matrix, prechilled
Matrigel was diluted to 20% (consistent with the following cellular
uptake assay) and perfused into the bottom channel followed by
polymerization. The device was mounted on the stage of a CLSM for
real-time monitoring, and the permeability coefficients for fluorescent
NPs were calculated using the method described above.

Quantitative Cellular Uptake Study Using Flow Cytometry.
Cellular uptake of PEG-liposomes, FA-liposomes, PEG-PLGA NPs,
and FA-PLGA NPs was studied on the 2D cell monolayer model, 3D
tumor spheroids, and the TVOC model. For the 2D cellular uptake
study, SKOV3 cells were seeded into a 24-well plate at a density of 2.5
× 105 cells/well and allowed to attach for 24 h. Then fluorescently
labeled NPs were added into each well to a concentration of 10% v/v.
Cells were incubated with NPs for 6 h. To prepare samples, cells were
trypsinised, washed with PBS, and resuspended in 0.5 mL of PBS.
Samples were measured with excitation and emission wavelengths at
549 and 565 nm, respectively, using a CytoFLEX flow cytometer
(Beckman Coulter, CA, USA).

The 3D tumor spheroids were cultured using liquid overlay
techniques. SKOV3 cells were seeded at a density of 5000 cells/well
into a 96-well plate, which was precoated with 50 μL of 2% low-
gelling-temperature agarose (Sigma-Aldrich, MO, USA). The
spheroid formation was initiated by centrifugation (1000g, 10 min)
of the plates. Cells were cultured for 7 days under conditions at 37 °C
and 5% CO2, and the formation of spheroids was observed under an
optical microscope before the test. Spheroids were incubated with
10% Dil-labeled NPs for 6 h, then harvested from each well, washed
with PBS, dissociated using Accumax solution (Sigma-Aldrich, MO,
USA), and then resuspended in PBS to be analyzed.

To investigate the cellular uptake of spheroids in the TVOC model,
spheroids were loaded into the bottom channel after confirming well-
established leaky vasculature in the top channel. Prior to the test, Dil-
labeled NPs were resuspended in DMEM to a concentration of 10%
v/v. Intact tumor spheroids were harvested from the 96-well plate,
and 10 spheroids were gathered into one Eppendorf tube. Collected
spheroids were gently washed and resuspended in cold fresh medium,
mixed with cold Matrigel (Corning, NY, USA) in a volume ratio of
4:1, and then pipetted into the bottom channel with 6−8 spheroids in
one chip. To avoid gelation of Matrigel during the process, all pipet
tips and tubes were prechilled at −20 °C overnight. Then the devices
were incubated at 37 °C for 1 h to allow Matrigel polymerization,
followed by 6 h perfusion of medium containing NPs in the top
channel. At the end of the test, the devices were cooled in an ice bath
to rethaw the Matrigel for 1 h. To ensure all the spheroids and
detached single tumor cells were collected from the device, a tubing
connected to an Eppendorf tube was inserted to the outlet, and PBS
was perfused through the inlet to thoroughly flush the bottom channel
until no remaining cellular structures could be observed. The
collected spheroids were then washed with PBS, dissociated in
Accumax solution, and then resuspended in PBS for flow cytometry
analysis.

Biodistribution of Fluorescent NPs Using Animal Models.
The in vivo targeting efficacy of PEG-PLGA NPs and FA-PLGA NPs
was obtained using animal models. BALB/c nude mice (female, 8
weeks, ∼16 g) were purchased from University of Queensland’s
Biological Resources (Brisbane, Australia) and maintained in a
laminar flow room under constant temperature and humidity. All
animal experiments were performed in accordance with protocols
evaluated and approved by the ethics committee of the University of
Queensland (Ethic Number: 2017000129). For animal experiments,
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mice were subcutaneously (s.c.) injected with 0.1 mL of SKOV3 cell
suspensions (107 cells/ml) in the right flank to establish the in vivo
xenograft tumor model. The tumor-bearing mice were randomly
divided into two groups with 8 mice in each group. Once the tumor
size approached 0.5 cm in diameter, 0.1 mL of sterile saline containing
either DiR-loaded PEG-PLGA NPs or FA-PLGA NPs was intra-
venously injected through the tail vein of mice at a dose of 120 μg
DiR/mL. At time points of 2 and 6 h after the injection of NPs, mice
were anaesthetised with isoflurane (2% in oxygen) and imaged using
an in vivo MS FX Pro instrument (Bruker Corporation, MA, USA).
The obtained images were analyzed using imageJ to determine the
localization of fluorescent NPs.
Statistical Analysis. Statistical analysis of the data was performed

with an unpaired Student’s t test using Microsoft Excel for Windows
2011, and p values of <0.05, <0.01, and <0.001 were marked as *, **,
and ***, respectively.
Data Availability. All relevant data are available from the authors

upon reasonable request.
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